Shear-induced solidification of athermal systems with weak attraction.
We find that unjammed packings of frictionless particles with rather weak attraction can always be driven into solidlike states by shear. The structure of shear-driven solids evolves continuously with packing fraction from gel-like to jamminglike, but is almost independent of the shear stress. In contrast, both the density of vibrational states (DOVS) and force network evolve progressively with the shear stress. There exists a packing fraction independent shear stress σ_{c}, at which the shear-driven solids are isostatic and have a flattened DOVS. Solidlike states induced by a shear stress greater than σ_{c} possess properties of marginally jammed solids and are thus strictly defined shear jammed states. Below σ_{c}, shear-driven solids with rather different structures are all under isostaticity and share common features in the DOVS and force network. Our study leads to a jamming phase diagram for weakly attractive particles, which reveals the significance of the shear stress in determining properties of shear-driven solids and the connections and distinctions between jamminglike and gel-like states.